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Abstract 
Engl, H.W. and G. Hodina, Uniform convergence of regularization methods for linear ill-posed problems, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 38 (1991) 87-103. 
After a general discussion about convergence and convergence rates for regularization methods in Banach 
spaces, we present a general method that can be used to modify regularization methods in L* in such a way that 
uniform convergence, which is often preferred in concrete applications to just L*-convergence, is obtained. We 
prove results about convergence rates in the uniform norm and discuss questions of parameter choice. The 
theoretical results will be supported by numerical examples, which indicate that although the results are 
asymptotic in character, they are of some relevance also for actual computations. 
Keyword: Regularization, ill-posed problems. 
1. Introduction and preliminary results 
In this paper we consider regularization methods for solving ill-posed problems of the form 
Tx=y, 0.1) 
where T is a linear injective mapping from a Banach space E into a Banach space F. 
While the theory of regularization methods is well developed for the case that E and F are 
Hilbert spaces (cf. [9] and the references quoted there), this is not the case to the same extent for 
the general case. It is the aim of this paper to contribute to the general case by studying 
convergence properties of regularization methods mainly in the space of continuous functions 
equipped with the uniform norm. The results were obtained in the second author’s thesis [ll], 
where more details can be found. 
In many applications, convergence in some Banach space norm like in the uniform norm is 
preferable to just L2-convergence. This paper intends to lay the foundation for a theory of 
regularization methods for linear ill-posed problems in Banach spaces by providing (asymptotic) 
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convergence rates results and discussing a priori choices of the regularization parameter. Many 
important questions like the effect of discretization and a posteriori choices of regularization 
parameters are not yet treated here. 
Throughout this paper, let E, F be Banach spaces, L( E, F) be the space of continuous linear 
mappings from E into F and T E L( E, F). By R(T) we denote the range of T. 
Although we are mainly interested in the non-Hilbert space case, we do not want to exclude 
that both E and F might be Hilbert spaces. In this case, we need no further general assumptions 
on T. If E or F are not Hilbert spaces, we assume that T is injective. In order to keep the 
notation simple, we denote (for y E R(T)) by Tty the solution of minimal norm of (1.1) in both 
cases. If E and F are Hilbert spaces, Tt is just the Moore-Penrose inverse. Otherwise, T is 
invertible on R(T) by assumption, so that then Tt := T-’ : R(T) 4 E. 
As usual, a parameter-dependent family (R,),, 0 of elements in L( F, E) will be called a 
“ regularization operator (for T)” if for all y E R(T), there exists a monotone function 
a:]O, +co[+]O,+ cc[ such that 
lima(S)=0 (1.2) 
6+0 
and 
lim sup{ II KC8,_% - T+.Y II E I Y E F and II Y -Y, II 6 8) = 0. (1.3) 
S-O 
A pair WL),,o~ a), where (R,) is a regularization operator and (Y is a monotone function 
that fulfils (1.2) will be called a “regularization method (for T)“. The function (Y will be called a 
“parameter choice strategy”. A regularization method, i.e., a regularization operator and a 
parameter choice strategy, will be called “convergent” if for all y E R(T), (1.3) holds. 
The “regularized solution” xzCs) := R,,,,y8 can be determined in a stable way from the noisy 
data y,, since by definition, RaCsj is continuous. For a general discussion about and concrete 
examples for regularization methods, especially in the Hilbert space setting, see, e.g., 
[1,3,9,12,15,16,19]. Necessary and sufficient conditions for (strong and weak) convergence of 
regularization methods in Hilbert spaces have been derived in [2]. The proofs are based on the 
fact that the total error between regularized and exact solution can be estimated from both sides 
by considering the error caused by the regularization itself and the propagated data error. In the 
Banach space setting, this is expressed in the first part of the following proposition, whose proof 
is standard. 
Proposition 1.1. Let (R,),, o be a family of elements in L ( F, E). Then, 
(a) for all a, 6 > 0 and all x E E, 
max( II x - &TX It E7 6 II R, II Lc~,~)) 
~sup{IIR,~,-xII.I~~~Fand IIYcTxIM~~ 
G 11 X - RJx ll E + 6 11 &x II L.(F.E); 
(b) let a:]O, oo[+]O, CCI[ beamonotonefzmction with lim,,,cu(6) =O; then ((R,),,,, a) isa 
convergent regularization method if and only if the following conditions hold: for ally E R(T), 
lim R 
6-O 
a(8)Y = T+Y 
and 
fi”moS II Kc,, II = 0. 
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It is one of the main objectives of this paper to prove results about convergence rates for 
regularization methods. However, if (1.1) is ill-posed, convergence of regularization methods is 
arbitrarily slow (cf. [18]), i.e., no convergence rate for ]I R,(,,y, - Tty I] which is valid for all 
y E R(T) can be given for any parameter choice strategy. Thus, convergence rates can be given 
only for proper subsets of R(T), i.e., under a priori assumptions about the exact solution to be 
approximated. In the Hilbert space setting, well-known a priori assumptions under which 
convergence rates can be proven are “source conditions” of the type 
x E R((T*T)‘) (l-4) 
for the exact solution x of (1.1) with a v > 0. Note that under (suitably generalized) source 
conditions, convergence rate results can be proven also for the regularization of nonlinear 
ill-posed problems in the Hilbert space setting [5,17]. 
The next result characterizes the possible a priori assumptions under which convergence rates 
can be obtained. The following theorem shows that, if T is compact, such a priori information 
must include that the unknown solution belongs to a Banach space V whose natural imbedding 
into E is compact. 
Theorem 1.2. Let T be compact and ((R,),, ,,, a)) be a convergent regularization method for T, 
D c R( T ‘)_ Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a monotone function g : IO, co[ -10, co[ with lim, ,Og( 6) = 0 such that for all 
x E D, 
sup{ II Rx,&+h - x II E I Y8 EFand lITx-ysIIF<6} =O(g(6)) (1.5) 
holds. 
(b) D is subset of a Banach space V whose natural imbedding into E is compact. 
Proof. (a) * (b) We define 
V:= {x]x~E and j]R aCGjT~ - x ]I E = 0( g( 8)) for 6 + 0). 
V is a vector space. By Proposition 1.1(a), D E V. 
To define a norm on V, we choose a sequence (8,) n E N of positive numbers converging to 0. 
Since for all x E V, the sequence 
i 
II R ,(S”,TX - x II E 
s(%) neWI 
is bounded, we can define 
which (as the supremum of a norm and infinitely many seminorms) is a norm on V. 
The completeness of (V, ]I - II v) follows from the facts that each V-Cauchy-sequence converges 
in E and each V-ball is E-closed. 
Let U be the natural (continuous) imbedding of V into E. Then, by definition of ]I . II v, 
II R aCs,,T - U I] LCV,Ej G g( 6,) for all n E N. Since the compact mappings form a closed subspace 
of L(V, E) and each R,“T is compact on V, U is compact. 
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(b) * (a) We assume without loss of generality that D = I’. Let 
i%(6) ‘= 6 ll R,(a, ll L(F,E) + sup{ II x - R,,$x ll E lx E V and 11 x II v~ 1). 
By Proposition 1.1(b), the first term converges to 0, and the family ( R,(6jT)s,o converges 
pointwise to TtT. Thus, (R,,,,T) s, o converges to TtT uniformly on the E-compact unit ball of 
V. Thus, lim,,,g,( 6) = 0. Because of Proposition 1.1(a), (1.5) now holds with g( 8) := 
sup{min{I, g,(S)} 16 <a’}. 0 
Remark 1.3. Note, that for the proof of (b) * (a), the compactness of T is not needed. Theorem 
1.2 tells us that convergence rates can be given precisely under a priori assumptions restricting 
the exact solution to a subset of E that lies in a Banach space compactly imbedded into E. As 
mentioned above, in the Hilbert space case, such a priori assumptions are known in the form 
(1.4). E.g., if v = i there, then (in the notation of Theorem 1.2) D := R( T *). Note that with 
II x II R(T*) := W II w II F Ix = T*wL VW*), II. II R(T*)) is a Banach space that is compactly 
imbedded into E if T is compact. Finally, note that if E and P are infinite-dimensional and T is 
compact, then R(T) is nonclosed, so that (1.1) is really ill-posed. Since then, the identity on E is 
not compact, D cannot be all of E which reproves the fact that no uniform convergence rate 
exists in this case. If E is finite-dimensional, then of course D can be taken as all of E. 
2. Uniform convergence of regularization methods 
While the results of the introductory section were valid for arbitrary Banach spaces, we now 
restrict our considerations to the space of continuous functions with the uniform norm. 
Throughout this section, let I c Iw be a compact interval, F be a Hilbert space, T: C(I) + F be 
linear. We assume that there is a C > 0 such that for all x E C(I), 
II TX II F =G c II x II L*(I) (2.1) 
holds. This guarantees that T is bounded on C(I) and can be uniquely extended to a bounded 
linear operator from L2( 1) into F, which we again denote by T. By T *, we denote the Hilbert 
space adjoint of T: L2( I) + F. 
Now, there are two ways to proceed. First, one could try to find conditions that guarantee that 
a regularization method based on the Hilbert space setting T: L2( I) + F converges in C(1), i.e., 
uniformly. A result of this type (which is sort of general “folklore”) is contained in Proposition 
2.1. Secondly, one could try to modify regularization methods based on the Hilbert space setting 
in such a way that uniform convergence is enforced. This route will be followed in the remainder 
of this section. 
BY (R,),>o, we denote a regularization operator of the form 
R, := U(a, T*T)T*, Q-2) 
where U: IO, + oe[ X [0, + oe[ + R is continuous in the second argument and has the properties 
lim U(cy, h) = i 
a+0 
for all XE]O, cc[, 
{ I W% A) I I a > 0 and h 2 0} is bounded. (2.4) 
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See, e.g., [2,9] for this concept and for examples. The most important example is Tikhonov 
regularization, where U( (Y, h) := l/( (Y + X) and R, := (a1 + T * T)-‘T *. 
Proposition2.1.IfR(T*)cC(I), thenforullxER(T*),(R,Tx),,,conuergesintheC(~)-sense 
to x. 
Proof. By the Closed Graph Theorem, T * maps P continuously into C(1). Let z E F and 
x = T *z E C(I). Then 
R,Tx = U(a, T*T)T*TT*z = T*U(a, TT*)TT*z. (2.5) 
Since U( (Y, TT *)TT *z converges to z in F, (2.5) and the continuity of T * : F + C(1) imply 
that R,Tx converges in the C( I)-sense to x. 0 
Remark 2.2. In a similar way, also convergence rates with respect to the uniform norm can be 
computed using the respective results in Hilbert spaces (cf., e.g., [9]). For example, for Tikhonov 
regularization, where U( (Y, X) := l/( (Y + h), we obtain (always assuming that R( T *) G C(I)) 
that 
II R,Tx - x II c(z) = ~(a”> (2.6) 
under the source condition 
x E R((T*T)“T*) (2.7) 
(which is stronger than (1.4)) if v ~10, l[; if (2.7) holds with Y = 1, then (2.6) is valid with o 
replaced by 0. Results of this type have already been obtained earlier in [10,13]. 
While Proposition 2.1 and (2.6) are results about uniform convergence for exact data (namely 
TX), it is of more importance to obtain uniform convergence also with perturbed data. If 
R( T *) G C(I), then, since R, = T*U( a, TT *), also R( R,) c C(I) for (Y > 0. It follows then as 
in the proof of Proposition 2.1 that R, E L( F, C(1)). Also, 
II R, II L(F,C(Z)) G II T* II L(F,c(z)) II u(a, TT*) II L(F) G II T* II ~~~,c~z~~d~)> 
where g,(cu):=sup{ IU(a, A)1 IXaO}. Thus, 
IIRa~~-xIIc(z)~ IlV’x-xIl~(~)+ IIT* IIL(F,C(I))d~)~~ if Ih- WMS. 
It follows from this and Proposition 2.1 that if R( T *) G C(I) and (Y = a(S) is chosen such that 
lim, ~ ,,a( S) = 0 and lim 6 ~ ,,gU( a( 6)) 6 = 0, then we have uniform convergence with perturbed 
data: 
Bm, II R,,8,xs - x II C(I) = 0. (2.8) ---t 
From this, one can obtain uniform convergence rates as in the Hilbert space case. For example, 
for Tikhonov regularization we obtain from (2.6) and (2.8) that if (2.7) holds for a v ~10, l] and 
R(T*) G C(I) and (Y is chosen as 
a(S) - sl/(l+v), (2.9) 
then 
I/(d+T*T)-‘T*y&-xI/,(,,=O(S”“+“)) (2.10) 
holds. 
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The best possible uniform convergence rate we obtain from this argument is O(G), which is 
worse than the best possible rate 0(S213) in the Hilbert space setting (cf. [9]). This is due to the 
fact that we had to use the estimate ]I R, 11 G )I T* 11 IIU(a, TT*) 11 G II T* 11 gu(a), to force 
uniform convergence, while in the Hilbert space setting, a sharper estimate can be obtained by 
keeping T * and U( (Y, TT * ) together. 
We will now turn to the second alternative mentioned above and constuct regularization 
methods solving (l.l), where we consider T as operator from C( 1) into F. T is always assumed 
to be injective. As regularization operators we will use compositions of the kind 
( KPR 1 a(P) P>O’ (2.11) 
defined in Sect& 1 and (K ) 
IS a family of elements in L( F, L2( I)) which is a regularization operator as where ((R,Lo 
p p, o is a family of suitable Fredholm integral operators with 
continuous kernels kk that converges pointwise to I on C(1) as p + 0. These operators will be 
constructed in such a way that the resulting “regularized solutions” converge uniformly if the 
parameters (Y and p are chosen appropriately. The appropriate parameter choice strategies will 
be discussed below. 
We assume that all R,T are self-adjoint as operators on L2(1) and that ( ]I R,T 11 L~L~~l~~)n,o 
is uniformly bounded. Note that if the R, have the concrete form (2.2), then these conditions are 
fulfilled (because of (2.4)). 
Remark 2.3. Because of the general form of the operators Kp, KS maps L2( I) into C(1). Hence, 
KBR,T can be considered as a self-map of C(1). Since R, is a regularization operator (in the 
Hilbert space setting), (R,T - I) converges pointwise to 0 on L2( I); since all KB are by 
construction compact from L2( 1) to C(I) (and hence their Banach space adjoints Ki are also 
compact), it follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 that for all p > 0, 
lim II q3uw- 0 II L(Lqr),C(I)) = 0, 
IX-0 
(2.12) 
and hence also 
lim II Kpuw- 0 II L(C(I)) = 0 
a-0 
(2.13) 
holds. Thus it is (in principle) possible to choose (Y = a(p) such that lim, _ oa( fi) = 0 and that 
imo II KpPL,p,T- 0 II L(C(I)) = 0. (2.14) 
Since by assumption, ( Kp) converges pointwise to I on C( 1) as /3 + 0, (2.14) implies that for all 
x E C(I), 
K,R,,B,Tx + x as p + 0. (2.15) 
If now p = /3( 8) is chosen such that lim, ~ op( 6) = 0 and 
61’mo II Kfi(,,R 4B(sN ll L(F.C(I)) 6=0, (2.16) 
which is certainly possible, then it follows from (2.15) and (2.16) by Proposition 1.1 that 
((KpR&p > 0, /3) is a convergent regularization method on C(I), i.e., 
gimosup{ II q3(s)%(p(s))Ys -x II C(I) I Ys E F and II TX -Y, II FG q = 0. (2.17) 
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Hence, it is in principle possible to use the family (2.11) as basis for a uniformly convergent 
regularization method. 
Now, we will discuss error estimates that will yield computable parameter choice strategies. 
Then we will give concrete examples for suitable operators Kp for which our theory is applicable. 
We present the theory for C(I) and L*(I); of course, a more abstract framework would be 
possible [ 111. 
For the error estimates, we will need the following quantities. 
Notation 2.4. (a) For all 6, j3 > 0 let 
iI4; := sup inf { 11 2.4 11 F 1 uEFand IIT*u-ks(s;)III-2(,)~~}. 
SEI 
(2.18) 
(b) Let g = g(a) be such that lim,,,g(cu) = 0 and for all (Y > 0, 
IIPW- w* II L(F,L2(1)) G d4 (2.19) 
A4; indicates how well the functions of the form kp( s, - ) can be approximated by elements of 
R( T * ). A4;3 will play an essential role in our estimates. 
Now, we can estimate )I Kp(RaT- 1)x 1) ccIj and II KpR, 11 L(F,c(Ijj using g(cu) and AI;. 
Proposition 2.5. For all a, p, E > 0, the following inequalities hold. 
(a) For all x E C(I), 
II K#LT- 1)~ II c(I) G c II k-P lb II I_~I) + gb)M; II x II ~2~1). 
(b) II K@, II L(F,c(I)) G E II R, II L(F,LZ(I)) + II R:T* II L(F$% 
Proof. (i) Let H be any Hilbert space, S E L( H, L*(I)), u E H and p, 6 > 0. Then 
II KpSu II C(I) = sup l(k&,~), Su> I 
sci 
G supinf{ I(T *u, Su) I + I(k&;) - T*u, Su) I IuEF, 
SEI 
IIT*u-kp(s,.)II~i(~)~~} 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
<supinf{ [(u, TSu)IluEFand (IT*u-kp(s,.)II~:(I)~‘} 
SEI 
+ c II su II L2(1) 
G IITsull, supinf{ IIuIIFI uEFandIIT*u-kg(s,.)IILi(l)~~} 
SEI 
+ e II SJ II L*(I) 
= II T&I II F q + c II &I II L*(r)- 
(ii) (a) is proved by applying the result from (i) to H := I,*( I), .S := (R,T - I) and u := x, 
using the fact that II T(R,T- 4 II L(Lz(z),F) = II(R,T- OT* II L(F,L~(z)) G g(a)- 
(iii) (b) is proved by applying (i) to S := R,, H := F for all u E F, using the fact that 
II TRa II L(F) = II XT* II L(F). 0 
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Remark 2.6. Since in Proposition 2.5 E is arbitrary, we have the freedom to choose E to fit our 
needs, i.e., to obtain good estimates. For example, if it is possible to choose E = e(p) and 
(Y = a(p) such that (~(p))p,O is bounded, lim, ~ ,+Y( p) = 0 and 
fmOg( a( /3))M;@) = 0 
+ 
(2.22) 
holds, then, because of (2.19, lim, ~ 0 11 Kp( R,,,$ - 1)x 11 c(IJ = 0 for all x E C( 1) and thus, 
according to the remarks made in connection with (2.17), ( KPRa(p,)pro is a regularization 
operator on C(1). The estimate (2.21) can be used to choose /? = /3( 8) such that (2.16) holds, so 
that ((&&p,)~ > 0, j3) is then a uniformly convergent regularization method. 
Of course, it depends on the properties of M$ and hence on the family ( Kp)p, 0 and on T * if 
and how (2.22) can be fulfilled. According to these properties, we will below distinguish between 
different cases. 
If (JL),,o has the special form (2.2) then 11 R,*T* 1) LcFj= IIU(a, TT*)TT* IILcFj is 
uniformly bounded because of (2.4). Thus, in the second term of the right-hand side of (2.21), 
IIR:T* II L(F) can be replaced by a constant. 
We now turn to the question of how to choose the various parameters involved. In the Hilbert 
space setting, it is well known that optimal choices of (Y = a( 6) and the achieved convergence 
rates depend on source conditions of the type (1.4). This is in line with our Theorem 1.2, which 
states that convergence rates for the regularization of an ill-posed problem can only be proved on 
compactly embedded subspaces. We note in passing that in the Hilbert space setting, optimal 
parameter choice strategies that do not explicitly use the a priori information (1.4) are available 
[41* 
From now on, let V be a Banach space of continuous functions on I whose natural 
embedding into C(I) is compact; for p > 0, let 
h(P) := II q? - 1 II L(V,C(I))’ (2.23) 
Since by assumption, Kp + I pointwise on C(I), it follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 that 
jimeh(j3) = 0. (2.24) 
Since h( j3) will be used in our estimates, I’ and ( Kp) should be chosen in such a way that an 
estimate for h( /3) can be actually computed; V might be a suitable Sobolev or Holder space. 
As mentioned in Remark 2.6, the quantities Mi play an essential role. Since we are quite free 
to choose the parameter E, we distinguish between the following cases. 
Case A: For all p > 0, it4: := lim, ,aMI; exists. 
Case B: For all p, e > 0, an estimate for ‘M;j is available. 
Case C: There exists a K > 0 such that an estimate for Mp” is available for all p > 0. 
Case A: Before we present our parameter choice for this case, we first discuss what tke condition 
“ lim L ~ oMj exists” means. 
Lemma2.7. LetR>O. Then {Mi]e>O} isboundedifandonlyifforalls~I, ka(s;)~R(T*) 
and the set ((1’ * )+kp( s, . ) 1 s E I } is bounded. In that case 
Proof. Let { Mi l c > 0) be bounded. Since E --, Mi is monotone, Mi := lim, ~ OMj; exists. For 
nEN, let K,:=(uEFI IIuI( GM,O+l/n}, s E I, IZ > 0 be arbitrary. By (2.18), there is a 
sequence (u,) with U,E& and ]JT*u, - kp(s;) I] GE. Hence, for all n E IV, kp(s;) 
E m)= T *( &), the latter equality resulting from the weak compactness of rC, and the 
weak continuity of T *. Hence, for all n E N, kp( s, * ) E T * ( K,,), i.e., there is a u, E K, with 
T*u,, = kp(s;). By definition of (T*)$, this implies that for all n E N, ]](T*)tkp(s,.) I] G Mi + 
l/n, so that ]\(T*)tkB(s,.) I] G M$ holds. Thus, the set {(T*)tkp(s,+) Is E I} is bounded (by 
M;). 
If for all SEI, ~~(s,-)~R(T*), then T*~T*)~~~(s,,)-~~(s;)=O, so that for all e>O, 
inf{ II@IJFI IIT” u - $(s,. ) II G e> 6 Il(T*)i&&,~ 1 Il. Thus, M; G supsEi ll(T*)t@v ) II 
holds for all c: > 0 and hence also for c = 0. Together with the consideration above, this proves 
the converse implication and (2.25). III 
We now specialize Proposition 2.5 to Case A, where we can choose e = 0. 
Proposition 2.8. Let R > 0 and { Mpt I c: > 0} be bounded. Then for all x E C(I) and all a, R > 0, 
II Q&P 1)~ II C(I) G d+‘$’ II x II LZ(I) (2.26) 
and 
hold. 
II I$Ra I] L(F,C(I)) 6 II XT* II LfF@fpO (2.27) 
We are now ready for presenting a parameter choice strategy for Case A. 
Theorem 2.9. Assumptions and notations: 
0 Let & > 0. 
o Let w :]O, &[-+]O, CQ[ b e a continuous monotonically increasing function such that lim, ~ Ow( /I) 
=0 andh(~)=O(w(~)) asR+O. 
I For all /3 > 0, let { M; I E > 0} be bounded. 
l Let u : 10, &[ -10, oo[ be a strictly monotonically decreasing continuous function such that 
Mi=O(u(J3)) asR+O. 
l Let { R,*T* 1 a > 0} be a bounded subset of L(F). 
l Let -r(P) := wt~)/u(~) for P EIO, &II. 
Then, (a) y is a strict& incre~ing homeomorphism between IO, &J and IO, yf &)(. 
(b) If the monotonically increasing functions a, j3: IO, oo[ +]O, oo[ are chosen such that 
g(a(t)) = WY(t)) as t-+0 and P(S) = Y-‘(Q for 8 GY(&>, then ((KpRacpj)~,O, PI is a 
conuergent regularization method. For all y E T(V), 
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Proof. (a) Follows from the definitions and properties of w and u (see [ll]). 
(b) (bl) For all 8 W4 v(&)L 6 = YUWW; h en=, 
WW’W). 
4P(W = ~P(WYW(W> = WV)) = 
(b2) Because of Proposition 2.8, 
II K/JR,&- 1) II L(Lz~I),c(I)) G g(0))MpO = O(v(PMP)) = OMP)) as P + 0. 
Since lim, ,Ow( R) = 0, it follows from the discussion leading from (2.12) to (2.15) that for all 
x E C(I), 
C(I) - jimoKPR,,P,Tx =x. 
(b3) If x E V, then by (2.22), 1) x - Kpx II ccIj = 0( w( p)) and thus, by (b2), 
IIx-K&&WIC~I~ G lb- Kpx IIc(I) + IV@- Ra~p~T)41c~,~ = Ob(P>>. 
(b4) lim 6_0R(6) = lims,oy-l(S) = 0. 
(b5) By Proposition 2.8 and (bl), we have for all 6 > 0, 
II &(,,R MP(s)) ll UFLxO) 6 G II q,,,,,T* II L(F)J$&$ 
G sup{ II R,*T* II L(F) I a ’ 0) J-q&, 6 = m4w>) 
= q W(YV))). 
With (b4), this implies that lim, ~ ,, I] KBcsj RacBcSjj II L~F,c~I# = 0. 
(b6) Because of (b2) and (b4), C(1) - lim,,,,KP~G~R,~P~G~~ TX = x for all x E C( 1). Using this 
and (b5), we conclude from Proposition 1.1 that (( KPRacPj)B,,,, p) is a C( I)-convergent 
regularization method for T I c(1). 
(b7) From (b3) and (b5) it follows with Proposition 1.1 that 
sup{ II q3(8)&3(s))Ys - x II c(I) I _b E F and II h - TX II F G s> 
=O(w(y-‘(8))) as 6+0. Cl 
Remark 2.10. Theorem 2.9 provides convergence rates and parameter choice strategies for the 
regularization method ( KB R acPj, p) on C(1) for Case A. In order to use Theorem 2.9, one has to 
know the estimate w for h as defined by (2.23), i.e., an estimate for ]I KS - I II L~v,c~I~~, where v 
is compactly embedded into C(I), and the estimate u for Mj as defined by (2.18) and (2.25). 
The assumption on the boundedness of { R,*T * 1 (Y > 0} is fulfilled if R, is defined via (2.2). 
From w and u, one obtains y and hence the parameter choice strategy p = p( 6). The parameter 
(Y = a(t) has then to be chosen such that g( a( t)) = 0( y( t)) as t + 0, where g is defined via 
(2.19) and can easily be computed for concrete choices of R,; e.g., for Tikhonov regularization, 
i.e., for R, = (aI+ T*T)-‘T*, g(a) = r a , so that (Y = y2 would be a suitable choice. Then, one 
obtains the convergence rate (in the uniform norm!) 0( w( /3( 8))) for the “regularized solutions” 
KP@)Ra(P@))J+ ( with I] y, -y ]I G S) to Tty, if Tty E V. 
Note that the essential quantities one has to estimate depend on K. and V, not on R,! Thus, 
if one wants to modify a Hilbert space regularization method given by R, in such a way that one 
obtains a convergence rate in the uniform norm on V, one will choose the family ( Kp) in such a 
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way that a rate for I( Kp - I ]I L(V,c(I)) can be computed. This has nothing to do with the operator 
T and can hence be done once and for all for a specific space V. 
We will now illustrate these aspects of estimating h(p) and of choosing Kfl for a specific 
example; for this, we use the following Korovkin-type theorem which is a specialization of [S, 
Corollary 2.61. 
Proposition 2.11. Let for all t E I, pa(t) := 1, P,(t) := t, P*(t) := t2 and let for s E I, p > 0, 
h,(P, s) := max{ ](Kpp, -p,)(s) 1 1 i E (0, 1, 2)). Assume that for all s E I, p > 0, h,(P, s) < 
III27 and that kp(s, t) > 0 for all t E I. Then there exist constants c1 and c2 depending only on the 
interval I such that the following statements hold. 
(i) For all x E C(I), 
I&3x)(s) -x(s) I G c1w2(4%@3) + ~2 II x II cc,+@, s>y 
where w2 is the second modulus of continuity, i.e., 
WZ(f, p):=sup{ If(t+P’)+f(t-p’)-2f(t)I ItEI, t*p’GO<p’<p}. 
(ii) For all x E C2(I), 
I(f$x)b) - x(s) I G [cl II x” II cc,) + ~2 II x II c(I)] h(P, ~1. 
(iii) For all p ~10, 11 and all x E C’*“(I), 
I (&x)(s) - x(s) I 4 c,h,(P, ~)(l+‘)‘~ II x’ II cyr) + c2 II x II cc&@> s). 
Proof. (i) Is an immediate consequence of [8, Corollary 2.61. 
(ii) Follows from (i), since w,(x, p) < p2 ]I x” ]I c(t) for all x E C2( 1). 
(iii) For all x E C’*p(l) and all sufficiently small p, w2(x, p) < po(x’, p), where w(x’, p) is 
the first modulus of continuity of x’. Thus, the estimate follows from (i) with w(x’, p) G 
II x’ II cylpp- 0 
According to Proposition 2.11, we can choose the operators ( FD)p, a in the form ( KBx)( s) := 
j,k&, t)x(t) dt, where the kernels k, are continuous and positive. We have to make sure that 
as p + 0, (Kp - 1)x tends uniformly to 0 for just the three polynomials 1, t and t2; h,(p; ) 
denotes the convergence speed of KBx + x for these three polynomials. With h,(p) := 
sup,,,h,(P, s) ( + 0 as p -+ 0), we obtain the following estimates for h( j?) as defined by (2.23). 
(a) For I’= C2(1), 
h(p)=o(h,(D)) asp+O. 
(b) For V = C’+(I) with p ~10, 11, 
h(P) = 0(hl(f3)(‘+‘)‘2). 
Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.9 with w = hi’ +P)‘2 and w = h, for the spaces V= C1*p(l) and 
V = C*( 1) respectively, which are compactly embedded into C(I), if we choose ( KB)p, 0 as 
outlined above. An example for this choice of ( Kp)B, 0 will be given in the next section. 
Cases B and C: It follows from Lemma 2.7 that in Case A the kernels k, have to be chosen such 
that kp(s; ) E R( T *) for all s E I. This might be (depending on the operator T) quite a strong 
requirement. If we cannot guarantee that kp(s,. ) is in R( T *), but can be approximated 
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arbitrarily well by elements of R( T *), which is a much weaker requirement, we are in Case B. If 
not even this is the case, we are in Case C. From these considerations it follows that the estimates 
become weaker and the possibilities for parameter choice less flexible if we go from Case A to 
Cases B and C. In [ll], the following estimate has been proven for Case B: if R, = 
(al + T * T)-‘T *, A$ G u( p, c), yp( E) := c/u( j?, r), then for all x E C(I), 
SUP{ IlKp&~Y~-xII .(,)Iy+f’and IW-~&d} 
G II q3x - x II C(I) + 31 + II x II L2(I))Yj-W 
holds. Based on this, it is shown in [ll] that there is a function p = /3(S) such that if 
a(P(@) = 62, then (KpRa(B), p) is a C( I)-convergent regularization method. As in Case A, no 
estimates on the rate of convergence of II R,Tx - x II L~clj are needed in Case B. For Case C, also 
estimates for II R,Tx - x II L~c,j, which are available under source conditions like (1.4), are 
needed. For details, we refer to [ll]. 
3. A class of examples 
We now apply our method to equation (l.l), where T has the special (but quite general) form 
n-l 
(TX)(S)= ~~~“...J’*(g~+~x)(t~) dt,...dt,+ c (x, u~)(s--a)‘, (3.1) 
(I a a i=O 
XEL~(I) and SET= [a,b], 
where g E C”( 1) vanishes nowhere, H is a compact (e.g., Fredholm integral) operator, and 
a,, *. ., a,_, E L2( I). In [ll, Satz 4.21 conditions on the kernel k of a Fredholm integral operator 
are given under which this integral operator can be written in the form (3.1): k must be 
sufficiently smooth outside the diagonal, the partial derivative of order n - 1 of k with respect to 
the first variable has a jump on the diagonal. Typical examples are Green’s operators arising 
from ordinary differential equations. We will give a concrete example in Section 4. 
We define now a family ( Kp)p, o which will be suitable for operators of the form (3.1). 
Definition 3.1. (a) Let n E N and w be a nonnegative even function in W”~*(lR) with 
supp(w) c [ -1, l] and 
/ (1 
w t dt=l. 
R 
(b) For p > 0 and s E I, let 
wp(s) := $w ; . 
( 1 
(c) Let Lp E L( L*( I), C(I)) be defined by 
J 
V&(s) := 
I 
,wp(s--t)x(t) dt forse [a+/3, b-p], 
( Lpx)(a + p) for-s= [a, a+P], 
@@)(b - P) forsE [b-P, b], 
for x E L2( I) and p < i( b -.a). 
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(d) For /3 ~10, $(b - a)] and x E C(I), let 
( Ppx)(s) := 
I 
x(,+p)+ x(“+2P)-x(a+p)(s-a-P) 
P 
forsE[a a+fi[ > , 
x(s) forsE [a+P, b-b], 
x(b--p)+ x’b-p’-x’h-2P’(s-h-p) 
P 
forsE]b-p b] 9 * 
(e) For /? ~10, $(b - a)], let 
Kp := Pp Lp; 
for p > f( b - a), let Kp := Kcb_aj,3. 
(3.2) 
Remark 3.2. Although the construction of Definition 3.1 looks complicated, the idea behind it is 
quite simple. Away from the boundary of I, Kflx is the convolution of x with ws, which is a 
sufficiently smooth approximation of the Dirac &distribution. In a small boundary layer, which 
vanishes as p - 0, linear extrapolation is used. From this construction, it is not surprising that 
Kpx + x as j3 + 0. In the next proposition, the convergence rate will be estimated. 
Proposition 3.3. Let Kp be us in Definition 3.1. Then for all x E C(I), 
II Kpx - x II C(I) = o(4-G P>) us P + 0, 
where w2 is us in Proposition 2.11. 
(3 -3) 
Proof (for details, see Reference [ll]). For polynomial functions p of degree d 1, we have 
I](&# -P) ]I C[a+p.b-D] = 0. For P2(f) = t*, 11 LpP2 32 11 C[a+P,b-pl < P* = 0@2k P))? where 
the last estimate follows from [S, Lemma 2.21. 
Thus we conclude from Proposition 2.11 that for x E C(Z), 
I] Lflx - x ]I C[a+fl,b-fi] = o(w2(x3 P)> (3.4) 
holds. Psx depends only on values in [a + /?, b - p]. A detailed analysis shows that ]I Pp II < 3 
and that for all x E C(Z), 
II ppx -x II C(I) G 3w*(x, P>- (3.5) 
Thus, we obtain from (3.4) and (3.5) that for x E C(Z), 
II Kpx - x II C(I) = II p&3x - x II C(f) G II p&px - 4 II C(I) + II q?x - x II C(I) 
G 3 ll Lflx - x ll C[a+fi,b-P] + 3w2(x, P> = O( 02(x, P)) as P -+ 0, 
i.e., (3.3) holds. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let V = C’,“(I) with p E IO, 11, (K,),, , ,, be us in Definition 3.1, and h be defined 
by (2.23). Then 
h(P) =O(/3’+p) usp-,O. (3 4 
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Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.3, the fact that for x E V, wZ(x, p) = 0( pl+p), and the 
Uniform Boundedness Principle, applied to (/3-l -“(I - Kp))p, ,,. •I 
The last two propositions provide the estimates for h needed in Theorem 2.9. Now we turn to 
the other estimate needed there, namely for Mi. 
Proposition 3.5. Let T be as in (3.1) with the assumptions made there, H E L( L2( I)) be compact 
and such that H * can be extended to a continuous linear mapping from L’(I) into L2( I). Let 
( Kp)a, 0 be defined as in Definition 3.1. Then the following estimates hold. 
(a) If H = 0, then for all p > 0, lim, ,,+I; exists, and 
Mj=O(~-“-“2) asp+O. (3.7) 
(b) If H * maps continuously from L’(I) into the Banach space of the functions of bounded 
variation and if the mapping defined by x * gx + Hx maps L2( I) isomorphically onto L2( I), then 
there exist a C > 0 and cl, & > 0 such that for all E < e1 and j3 < &, 
M; < c( p-n-1’2 + ?n+l). (3.8) 
(c) There exists a K > 0 such that 
A4~=O(~-“-1/2) asp-+O. (3 -9) 
Proof (sketch; for details, see [ll]). On L2(I), we define the operators W and Mg by 
(Wx)(s) := /J x(t) dt (for s E I) and Mgx := xg. Then T can be written in the form T = 
W”( Mg + H) + E;:,j ( +, ai)pi, where p,(s) := (s - a)‘. Let p > 0, s E I and u(t) := kp(s, t). 
Since 
R(W”)nR(W*“)= { u~W”~~(1)~u(~)(a)=u(‘)(b)=Ofori~{O,...,n-1}}, 
UER(W”)~R(W*“). Also, u/gER(W”)nR(W*“). Let u:=(-l)“(u/g)(“). Then W*“v= 
u/g. For all polynomials p with degree < n, ( p, v) = 0. Thus, 
n-1 
T*v= (A&+ H*)W *‘v+ c (v, pi)ai=u+H* 
i=O 
From this, the proof of parts (a) and (c) is easy, but lenghty. Part (b) can then be proved by 
approximating functions of bounded variation by step functions and approximating step 
functions with one step by elements of R( W”) f~ R( JV*n). •I 
The most special case, where the operator H vanishes, thus leads to Case A of Section 2; 
under the assumptions on H of Propositions 3.5(b), we obtain Case B, while under no additional 
assumptions, we are in Case C. Note that the case where H = 0 is not at all uninteresting, since it 
contains Green’s functions of ordinary differential operators. 
4. Numerical examples 
We test our method for the special case where R, = (aI + T *T)-‘T *, i.e., for Tikhonov 
regularization. We approximate the L2( I)-regularized solution by minimizing the functional 
K(x) := IITx -Y II&I) + 411x11&,~ (4-l) 
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over a space of linear splines with equidistant knots; via the first-order necessary conditions, this 
leads to a square system of linear equations (see, e.g., [6, Section 31). Our “C(1)-regularized 
solution” is then obtained by applying I$ to the L*( 1)-regularized solution, which is done by 
Gaussian quadrature between the knots. 
Example 4.1. Let I = [0, 11, T be the Fredholm integral operator with the kernel k defined by 
k(s, t) = 1 s(l-t) for t>s, t(l -s) for t<s, (4.4 
and let x(t) = 6t, y(s) := (Tx)( s) = s - s3. 
In this case, all elements of R(T *) vanish at t = 1; thus, x fE R(T *), and Tikhonov 
regularization (that maps into R( T * )) cannot converge uniformly. Note that although R( T * ) G 
C(I), Proposition 2.1 is not applicable, since x @ R( T *). It is also known [14] that the 
L*( I)-convergence rate is quite slow; in fact, since (1.4) holds for any Y < $ (see [7]), the best 
rate (with perturbed data) one can expect with a choice of (Y - Sk is 0(S’15). 
We now apply our methods. By differentiating of the kernel k with respect to the first 
variable, we see that T has the form 
(TX)(~) = - /‘/“x(t~) dt, dt, + (x, u&s + (x, a,,). 
0 0 
Let 
w(t):= W(l-t’)’ for It] 61, 
i 0, otherwise. 
(4.3) 
(4.4 
w fulfils the conditions of Definition 3.1 with n = 2. We define Kp as in Definition 3.1. From 
Proposition 3.5(a) we conclude that lim ,,oMi 
V:= C’,‘(I). Then, by (3.6), h(P) = O(p*) 
exists and that M, = 0(p-5’2). We choose 
as fi + 0. Now, we can apply Theorem 2.9 with 
g(a) = f& y(P) = p9’2, p(s) = s2’9, and a(t) = t9, i.e., we choose CX( 8) = a*. 
From (2.28), we obtain the convergence rate 
sup{ II J$3@,R ol(B(6))J% - x II C(I) I h E L2(1) and II y, - TX II L2c,j G 8) = 0(a419). 
(4.5) 
Note that in this way, we even obtain a reasonable rate in the uniform norm, while without 
premultiplication with Kp, we would only obtain weak convergence in L*(1) (cf. [2]) for our 
choice of ar( 6) = 6*. 
Table 1 shows the numerical results. For each value of 6, five random perturbations of y with 
an L*(Z)-error of 6 were taken as data. E6 is the error in the solution obtained (in the 
C( I)-norm), averaged over these five perturbations. 
The numbers in the last column indicate that the predicted convergence rate 0( 64/9) is 
qualitatively correct for this example not only asymptotically, but already for finite values of 6. 
Of course, the results could probably be improved by an a posteriori choice of a( 8); it is the only 
purpose of this example to show that the convergence rate suggested by the theory actually 
appears. 
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Table 1 Table 2 
s 1y B Es ,Q - 4/9 6 LY P EC5 E&4/13 
1.63.10-3 2.6 .10-6 0.25 0.13678 2.37 9.99. 10K5 9.98. 1O-9 0.242424 0.16864 2.87 
1.15 -10m3 1.3 1O-6 0.222222 0.09477 1.92 5 . 10K5 2.5 . 1O-9 0.2173912 0.16872 3.55 
4.66. 10m4 2.17. lo-’ 0.181818 0.07451 2.25 1 .10K5 1 . 10-l’ 0.1702127 0.12519 4.32 
1.05 . 1O-4 1.09. lo-’ 0.130435 0.03625 2.13 8.75. 1O-6 7.66. lo-” 0.166666 0.11076 3.99 
7.18.10-s 5.15. 1o-9 0.12 0.02657 1.85 4.97. 1O-6 2.47. lo-” 0.1527777 0.06942 2.97 
Example 4.2. Let T be the Fredholm integral operator on L2( 1) with the kernel 
k(s, t) := 
i 
t(s-l)(s2+f2-2s) fort<s, 
s(t-l)(s2+t2-2t) fort>s, 
(4.6) 
and let x(t) := 1, y(s) :=(Tx)(s) = a(~-2s3 +s4). As in Example 4.1, xGR(T*), so that 
Tikhonov regularization cannot converge uniformly. We apply our method. T has the form 
(TX)(S) = 6/6jOl.1312x(tI) dt, dt, dt, dt, + ; (x, ui)si. 
i=O 
(4.7) 
We choose 
w(t) := g(1-t2)4 for ItI <l, (4.8) 
0, otherwise. 
w fulfils the conditions of Definition 3.1 with n = 4. We define ( Kp)p, 0 according to Definition 
3.1. By Proposition 3.5(a), lim, ~ 0 Mi exists for all p > 0, and Mp” = 0( p-9/2). Again we choose 
V = C’,‘(I). By (3.6), h(p) = 0( p2) as p + 0. 
Now, we can apply Theorem 2.9 with g(a) = :h, y(p) = b1312, j3( 6) = cY2/13, and a(t) = t13, 
i.e., CX( S) = S2, which yields only weak convergence in L2( 1). From (2.28), we obtain the uniform 
convergence rate 
SUP{ II Q$L~~~~~~y~ -x II c(I) I XI E L2(I) and II TX -YS II L2(1) < 8) = O(S4’13). 
P-9) 
Thus, the convergence rate is worse than in the previous example. This is due to the fact that this 
problem is more ill-posed than the one in Example 4.1. It is equivalent to four differentiations, 
while the first problem was equivalent to differentiating twice. However, we used the same a 
priori information, namely that x E V = C’,‘(I). 
Table 2 shows the numerical results; it was obtained as described in Example 4.1. 
As in the previous example, the last column suggests that the error behaves approximately as 
the (asymptotic) theory predicts. Note, however, that the effect of discretization is not yet built 
into the theory, while it shows up in the numerical results. 
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